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Abstract (optional): The “cosmic dawn” refers to the period of the Universe’s history when stars
and black holes first formed and began heating and ionizing hydrogen in the intergalactic medium
(IGM). Though exceedingly difficult to detect directly, the first stars and black holes can be
constrained indirectly through measurements of the cosmic 21-cm background, which traces the
ionization state and temperature of intergalactic hydrogen gas. In this white paper, we focus on
the science case for such observations, in particular those targeting redshifts z & 10 when the
IGM is expected to be mostly neutral. 21-cm observations provide a unique window into this
epoch and are thus critical to advancing first star and black hole science in the next decade.
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1 Introduction
The search for the first stars and black holes to form after the Big Bang is a key focus of the
galaxy evolution community today. This has motivated new observations targeting 21-cm emis-
sion from neutral hydrogen atoms at high redshifts (z & 6), which broadly traces the distribution
of matter and energy at that time and thus holds significant discovery potential.

Theoretical models of this epoch generally predict the formation of massive stars capable
of regulating galaxy formation near and far through intense ultraviolet (UV) radiation and power-
ful supernovae explosions. Black hole (BH) remnants of the first stars may be the seeds of super-
massive black holes (SMBHs) powering bright quasars as early as redshift z ∼ 7. Little is known
about these objects, unfortunately, leaving critical gaps in our understanding of galaxy formation.
When and how do the first stars and BHs form, and how do their properties and abundance affect
galaxy evolution?

Though “stellar archaelogy” and high-z supernova searches are promising probes of the
first stars, in this white paper, we focus solely on the first stars and BHs science enabled by low-
frequency radio observations targeting 21-cm emission from before reionization (i.e., z & 10).
Such observations directly probe the high-z intergalactic medium (IGM), and thus indirectly
probe sources capable of heating and ionizing intergalactic gas. Given that the first star form-
ing regions are too faint to be detected directly in the near term, 21-cm observations are likely the
only way to constrain the first generations of stars and BHs in the Universe in the next decade.

The recent report of a 78 MHz feature in the sky-averaged signal by EDGES [6] has re-
ceived much attention due to its anomalous depth, which may be evidence of non-gravitational
interactions between baryons and dark matter [2, 37, 4, 24] or excess power in the Rayleigh-Jeans
tail of the cosmic microwave background [CMB; 12, 39, 47, 16], and places interesting limits on
other classes of dark matter and dark energy models [e.g., 22, 43, 25, 46]. However, if correct,
the EDGES signal also represents the earliest evidence of star formation in the Universe (redshift
z & 18), and constrains the efficiency of star and BH formation in small halos at 10 . z . 30
[10, 34, 27, 45, 23]. The diversity of responses to the EDGES result illustrates the rich informa-
tion content of the 21-cm background and thus serves as an important reminder: observations of
hydrogen through the dark ages and the cosmic dawn probe the Universe at a time and density
scale where novel physics has an outsize influence, and, as a result, yet more surprises may be in
store for those able to make such challenging measurements.

The plan for this white paper is as follows. We outline the opportunities for 21-cm cos-
mology in the next decade and the broader scientific context in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. In
Section 4, we discuss the advances needed to enable first star and BH science at redshifted 21-cm
wavelengths in the next decade. For more information regarding 21-cm efforts targeting reioniza-
tion itself, synergies between 21-cm observations and galaxy surveys during reionization, inten-
sity mapping with other lines, and cosmology enabled by 21-cm observatories, see white papers
by Furlanetto et al., Burns et al., Alvarez et al., and Liu et al.

2 Opportunities for the Next Decade
Current constraints on the properties of the first stars and BHs are very limited. For example,
CMB observations constrain the timing and duration of reionization through the measures of the
Thomson scattering optical depth [e.g., 42, 5] and the kinetic Sunyaev-Z’eldovich (kSZ) effect
[e.g., 33], respectively, and thus constrain the ionizing emissions of high-z sources in aggregate.
Alternatively, limits on the amount of star formation and BH accretion at high-z can be obtained
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by appealing to unresolved emission in the z = 0 near-infrared background (NIRB) and X-ray
background (XRB), respectively [e.g., 13, 44]. However, each approach yields constraints that
are difficult to interpret: the CMB optical depth constrains the volume- and time-averaged ion-
izing emissivitiy of galaxies, while the NIRB and XRB suffer from mixed temporal and spectral
information. As a result, contributions from “known” sources must be modeled exquisitely in or-
der to enable constraints on the faintest, highest redshift sources.

Observations of the 21-cm line from hydrogen are advantageous in that the mapping be-
tween frequency and time (or redshift) is 1:1, modulo small “redshift space distortions” (RSD)
due to peculiar velocities along the line of sight. As a result, one can in principle reconstruct
the history of star and BH formation with measurements at a series of frequencies. The chal-
lenge is the need to observe at low radio frequencies, νobs = 1.4 GHz/(1+ z), where the galac-
tic foreground emissions grow stronger as ∼ ν−2.5. Though bright, the foreground is spectrally
smooth whereas the 21-cm signal has spectral structure. As a result, separation of signal from
foreground is in principle possible with precisely calibrated experiments and careful analyses
[e.g., 48, 41, 21]. In the next two sections, we highlight in more detail the science made possible
by detecting and characterizing the 21-cm background before reionization, including its fluctua-
tions and monopole signature, and the advances needed to make this a reality in the next decade.

3 Scientific Context
The 21-cm line from neutral hydrogen atoms has long been recognized as a powerful probe of
the temperature and ionization state of the IGM before reionization [28, 48]. Several radio ob-
servatories have come online in the last decade hoping to detect this background radiation, either
via its spatial fluctuations [17, 3, 40] or monopole spectral signature [the “global” signal; 48, 18].
During reionization, the prospects for jointly constraining galaxies via surveys and 21-cm obser-
vations are strong (see white paper by Furlanetto et al.), though beyond z ∼ 10 galaxy surveys
will find only the brightest galaxies [e.g., 49], which are unlikely to be representative of the popu-
lation as a whole. As a result, constraints on the first generations of stars and BHs must be sought
via other probes.

The 21-cm background fundamentally probes three quantities: the density of hydrogen
gas, δ, the fraction of it that is neutral, xH I, and its spin temperature, TS, which quantifies the rela-
tive number of atoms in each hyperfine state. The observable signature is the “differential bright-
ness temperature,” a measure of the HI brightness temperature relative to the background, TR,
generally assumed to be the CMB. Neglecting RSD, this can be written

δTb ' 27xH I(1+δ)

(
Ωb,0h2

0.023

)(
0.15

Ωm,0h2
1+ z
10

)1/2(
1− TR

TS

)
. (1)

The leading factors are intuitive: a denser, more neutral medium generates stronger signals. Note,
however, that if TS < TR, the signal becomes negative, and potentially very large as TS → 0. In
typical models the evolution of xH I traces the build-up of the stellar contents of galaxies, as UV
photons from stars have short mean free paths and thus carve out relatively sharp HII regions,
giving rise to the standard “Swiss cheese” picture of reionization. TS, on the other hand, probes
X-ray sources, which heat the gas, and sources of non-ionizing UV emission, which affect hy-
perfine level populations through the Wouthuysen-Field mechanism [53, 15]. The global 21-cm
signal thus provides an integral constraint on the production of UV and X-ray photons as a func-
tion of time, while spatial fluctuations in the 21-cm background constrain the masses of the typ-
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Figure 1: Predictions for the evolution of the 21-cm background from 21CMFAST [31, 32].
Top: Two-dimensional slice through the simulation box showing the 21-cm brightness tempera-
ture field. The color-bar is normalized so that 21-cm absorption appears in reddish hues, emission
in blue, and fully-ionized (or TS ≈ TR) in black. Middle: Time evolution of the global 21-cm
signal, i.e., the volume-averaged 21-cm brightness temperature in the simulation box. Bottom:
Power spectrum of 21-cm fluctuations on two spatial scales as a function of redshift.

ical UV and X-ray-emitting galaxies and their characteristic spectrum [38]. This sensitivity al-
lows 21-cm observations to address a slew of long-standing questions in galaxy formation theory,
which we highlight below.

When did the first stars form, and what were they like?
Prior to the formation of the first stars, the global 21-cm signal is δTb ≈ 0 and 21-cm fluctua-
tions trace the matter field. However, once stars form, they flood the IGM with UV photons and
trigger widespread Wouthuysen-Field coupling, driving TS toward the cool temperatures of the
adiabatically-cooling IGM (see “Ly-α coupling” in Figure 1). Even knowing the redshift of this
transition constrains first-star models as halos of different masses become abundant at different
times. For example, the EDGES z ∼ 17 absorption trough indicates efficient star formation in
∼ 109 M� dark matter halos [34, 23]. The timing of this transition is also sensitive to the relative
velocity between baryons and dark matter after recombination [51], which slows accretion of gas
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and can thus delay the onset of star formation [52, 14, 29]. There is of course a degeneracy with
the efficiency of UV photon production, though this could be broken with measurements of 21-
cm fluctuations, which effectively isolate the characteristic mass of emitting objects through their
clustering signature [19].

Are the remnants of the first stars the seeds of today’s super-massive black holes?
The first stars are expected to leave behind BH remnants, which form either via direct-collapse
(expected for metal-free stars in the 40 . M/M� . 120 mass range) or as the standard end-
product of type II supernovae. If at least some PopIII stars form in binaries, systems resembling
high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs) should appear shortly after the first stars form. With rela-
tively hard spectra, such sources are expected to begin heating the IGM on large scales, driving
the mean temperature of the IGM back toward the CMB (see “X-ray heating” in Fig 1). Unique
signatures of such objects may exist at redshifted 21-cm wavelengths, as the characteristic rise-
and-fall of PopIII star formation [see, e.g., 50, 30] will be mirrored in both the early UV and X-
ray backgrounds, which imparts an asymmetry in the global 21-cm absorption signal [35].

One of the biggest mysteries in galaxy formation theory concerns the origins of super-
massive BHs, which are known to be in place with M ∼ 109 M� already at z & 7 [11, 1, 36].
If PopIII remnants are the progenitors of such objects they must grow by ∼ 8 orders of magni-
tude in mass in less than a Gyr, implying frequent mergers or efficient accretion. The latter option
would generate copius X-rays, which will affect the IGM temperature and thus the 21-cm back-
ground. Distinguishing heating by HMXBs and SMBHs may even be possible, as HMXBs form
at a rate proportional to the star formation rate density (SFRD), but SMBHs – even if formed at
a rate proportional to the SFRD – grow exponentially, resulting in a more rapid heating rate, and
thus more rapidly evolving 21-cm signal, than is expected from stellar sources [9]. Again, detec-
tion of both the global 21-cm signal and fluctuations in the 21-cm background in principle helps
break degeneracies between the characteristic host mass and accretion efficiency of high-z BHs.

Understanding the formation rate of these BHs and the types of halos they form in could
help establish the timing of when BH-galaxy scaling relations first emerge. In addition, con-
straints on the earliest BHs will provide context for the ∼ 30− 40M� BH-BH mergers detected
by LIGO, and thus guide predictions for high-z merger rates and the stochastic gravitational wave
background generated in the early Universe.

How do large-scale UV and X-ray background exert feedback on galaxy formation?
The emergence of large-scale radiation backgrounds is expected to impact galaxy formation in
two main ways. First, Lyman-Werner (LW) photons (11.2 . hν/eV < 13.6) dissociate molec-
ular hydrogen, the primary coolant in small halos at very high redshift that have yet to be pol-
luted with metals. The formation of the first stars – which emit copius LW radiation – is thus ex-
pected to restrict star formation to more massive halos capable of atomic hydrogen (or metal)
line-cooling [20]. Second, Lyman-continuum (LyC) photons (13.6 < hν/eV < 54.4) ionize hy-
drogen and helium, resulting in the growth of hot bubbles around galaxies and galaxy groups.
This is expected to suppress star formation in small halos within those bubbles, whose gravita-
tional potential wells are too shallow to retain hot gas [7].

21-cm observations will be critical in understanding both of these feedback mechanisms.
Because some photons in the LW band eventually redshift (or cascade) through the Lyα line, con-
straints on the spin temperature at very high redshift indirectly probe the LW background. In ad-
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dition, the 21-cm background constrains the growth of bubbles directly, which opens up the pos-
sibility to study galaxies in different bubbles during reionization. However, to isolate the effects
of reionization on galaxy formation from other processes, it will be vital to have constraints on
the properties of galaxies before reionization begins. 21-cm observations are likely the only way
to probe the small galaxies that are most susceptible to radiative feedback, both before and dur-
ing reionization, and thus has tremendous implications for the purported “turn-over” in the galaxy
luminosity function at high-z and the photon budget for reionization.

4 Advances Needed in the Next Decade
The high redshifts of interest for first star and BH science, 10 . z . 30, correspond to redshifted
21-cm signals at very low radio frequencies, 45 . ν/MHz . 130. For interferometric experi-
ments, the scales of interest, as in the case of reionization, are ∼ 1− 10 Mpc, corresponding to
angular scales of ∼ 10-100 arcminutes (wavenumbers ∼ 0.1-10 h/Mpc). As a result, surveys
must cover ∼ hundreds of square degrees, at least, in order to minimize cosmic variance. Even
larger fields are advantageous for cosmological applications, while finer angular resolution would
help constrain certain classes of models. For example, because fluctuations during cosmic dawn
are driven by photons with long mean-free paths, we do not expect features in the 21-cm field to
be as sharp as those corresponding to the edges of ionized bubbles at later times. However, if soft
X-ray sources exist at z & 10, e.g., intermediate or super-massive BHs whose spectra are softer
than that of stellar mass BHs powering X-ray binaries, they could drive small-scale gradients in
the δTb field. Imaging measurements with minimal instrumental effects would provide the most
reliable and useful tests of these scenarios.

While imaging the 21-cm field at high resolution (∼ arcminute) over large areas (& 100 deg2)
is the ultimate goal for interferometers, continued efforts targeting the global 21-cm signal are
imperative as well, especially in light of the recent ∼ 78 MHz signal reported by EDGES. Whereas
interferometric campaigns can in principle avoid foreground contamination, which inhabits a
well-defined region in Fourier space [the “wedge”; e.g., 8, 26], for single-element receivers tar-
geting the global signal there is no escape from the foreground – their angular resolution is too
poor to use the spatial structure in the foreground to distinguish it from the background signal.
Instead, separation is performed in the frequency domain, where any spectral features introduced
by the instrument could masquerade as the spectral signal of interest. Independent efforts with
different designs and operating from different observing sites are essential as they suffer from
different systematics and probe different sightlines through the galaxy, and thus minimize the
possibility that the instrument and foreground conspire to produce an EDGES-like signal.

Regardless of whether or not an anomalous signal persists, efforts to understand the cos-
mic dawn are only just beginning. As experimentalists strive to detect the 21-cm power spectrum
and follow-up the EDGES result, theorists must work in parallel to accommodate alternative cos-
mological and astrophysical models, which will help identify signatures of exotic physics and
the degeneracies between astrophysics and cosmology at the high-z frontier. Though there is
still much work to be done in modeling the global signal and 21-cm power spectrum, on longer
timescales models and inference pipelines must be adapted to work with images. Doing so will
not only maximize the science return from 21-cm experiments, but enable cross-correlations with
other intensity-mapping experiments and galaxy surveys, and thus guarantee progress in high-z
galaxy evolution and reionization for years to come.
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